1. (C) BUZZ-1 HAS LETTER FROM MIRO CARDONA OFFERING NAME AND GIVE CREDENTIALS TO MARIA DE LOS ANGELES DE GOMEZ ANTIA AS URUGUAYAN DELEGATE OF THE CONSEJO REVOLUCIONARIO DE CUBA IN MONT. THIS WOULD ASSIST BREAKING HOLD OF DR. ABELLA (PRESIDENT OF AMIGOS DE CUBA LIBRE) AND MAY HELP STOP BICKERING WITHIN VARIOUS ANTI-CASTRO GROUPS HERE.

2. WE LIKE MIRO'S OFFER PARTIALLY. VIEW GOOD WORK BEING DONE BY DOCTORA ROSETE DO NOT WANT ALIENATE HER FROM GOMEZ ANTIA. THEREFORE SUGGEST GOMEZ ANTIA BE NAMED FRATERNAL DELEGATE OF CONSEJO AS GREAT FRIEND OF CONSEJO IN MONT WITH APPROPRIATE FLOURISH AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF SAME. THUS NOT NAMING PARTICULAR PERSON AS DELEGATE YET INDICATING PREFERENCE FOR GOMEZ ANTIA OVER ABELLA, WHO GETTING WORSE AND MORE OBSTACULATION EVERY DAY. RECENT MEETING EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF AMIGOS DE CUBA LIBRE CALLED SPECIFICALLY IRRITATE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO. ABELLA LOCKED UP MEETING SITE AND LEFT. MAKING VAGUE AND INSANE STATEMENTS THAT HE WILL CARRY THE FIGHT AGAINST CASTRO ALONE.

3. BUZZ-1 DISCUSSED ABOVE WITH MIRO DURING FM AND HERE. ALL PERSONS INVOLVED KNOWN TO MIRO.
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